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AN EARLY REFERENCE
TO FREESTONE MINING AT BATH
by
D. T. DONOVAN

ABSTRACT

Although Bath Stone had been used since Roman times, underground mining for it is only
known much later. A hitherto unnoticed early reference to tins, by Borcli (1680), is reproduced
here. Other early accounts arc also mentioned.

In July 1663 the Danish scholar Oluf Borch visited Bath and Wookey
Hole, both then in Somerset (Shaw, 1987). His book of 1680 includes (p. 186)
the passage:
In Anglia ergo ad Balhonium oppidum ihcrmis Uiadudianis eelebre, in inonie vicino
spehinca se aperit, ab incolis loci ad saxa acdifitiorum excauata, in qua aqua pede[te]ntim
defluens in marmor subllau[u]m concreta ccrniiur.

which may be translated:
In England, therefore, near the town of Bath, famous tor Bladud's hot springs, a cave
opens up on a nearby hill, hollowed out by those who live in the place for stone for

buildings, in which [cave] the water, flowing down drop by drop, is seen to solidify into
a yellowish marble.

A posthumous French edition (Borch, 1757, p. 342) has a similar passage,
omitting the reference to Bladud but adding that the hill 'a fourni la plupart
des pierres donl la ville est batie' (has provided most of the stone of which
the town [of Bath] is built).
Dr Shaw points out to me that Borch did not refer to the stone mines in
the account of his travels published in 1667, and that he may have visited
the area again after 1667. There is no evidence for a second visit, and it is
more likely that Borch mentioned the mine in his 1680 book because that
work was specifically about the formation of stone, to which the 'yellow
marble' or stalagmite, observed in the process of formation, was direcfly
relevant. This question is discussed further in Dr Shaw's paper in this number
of Proceedings.
This may be the earliest reference to mining of Bath Stone in the Bath
area, as distinct from opencast quarrying. Bath Stone was used from Roman
times onwards, but we do not know anything about the quarries. Leland
visited the area in 1542 and tells us that, after crossing the Midford Brook
by a bridge at Monkton Combe, he went 'to Bath 2. good miles al by
mountayne ground and quarre' (Leland, 1907, p. 139). This was the road
across Combe Down, not the present main road (A 36) along the valley.
Leland does not describe the quarries. Glanvill (1669, p. 978) merely remarks
that 'The Hills [around Bath] for the most part afford a Free-stone'. William
Camden and Michael Drayton do not appear to make any reference to the
stone quarries.
The next reference, after Borch, that I have found to mining is by the
Bath architect John Wood (1749, p. 424) who writes of the 'Antient Free
Stone Quarries' that 'Those Quarries were subterraneous caverns from time
to time dug in the Brow of the Mountain' and on page 425 that 'Accidents
frequently happening in the Old Subterraneous Quarries, Mr. Allen began
to dig for Stone in a new Quarry, open from the Top'.
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Price (1984, p. 13, 38) tells us that Ralph Allen about 1727 purchased Firs
Quarry on Combe Down, which was in fact a 'subterraneous* quarry, and
that it continued to be worked into the nineteenth century. She identifies
(op. cit. p. 14) the open quarry started by Allen as Byfield Quarry, opened
in 1739-40, and gives the locations of the quarries. Neither mines nor open
quarries were mentioned in the shorter first edition of Wood's book (Wood,
1742, 1743).

Dr Richard Pococke visited the 'quarries to the south-east [of Bath]' in
1750 (Pococke, 1888, p. 157). These are likely to have been the Combe

Down quarries and he notes that there were
be referring to opencasl quarries and makes
a geological section showing that about 12
was worked beneath 18 feet of overburden.
I am indebted to Dr T. R. Shaw for the

several of them. He appears to
no mention of mines. He gives
feet of freestone (Bath Stone)

reference to Borch, and to Mr

Robert Ireland for translating the Latin.
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